ASMR Ultrasounds, Cymatics and Whispers

Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response is an electromagnetic sense. EM frequencies range
from brain waves to infrasounds. Silence can sometimes bring about sensitivities to resonances
found in natural VLF atmospherics. Here we provide as many possibilities that physics will allow.
Check out downloadable ﬂyers and pages for immortal quests, psionics, history and science.
UltraSound Travels 3x Faster Through Ground Than Water or Air.
Whales are not the only contenders for the loudest animals at 88 dB. Pistol shrimps, also known
as snapping shrimps, are famous for their intense "screams", producing a shock wave measured
at 200 dB. bbc.com/earth/story/20160331-the-worlds-loudest-animal-might-surprise-you

ONE FISH TWO FISH RED FISH BLUE FISH (The Bad F Man Show S6/E8)
This one has a little star. This one has a little car. Say! What a lot O’ ﬁsh there are. Yes. Some
are red. And some are blue. Some are old. And some are new. Some are sad. And some are glad.
And some are very, very bad. Why are they Sad and glad and bad? I do not know. Go ask your
dad.
youtube.com/watch?v=Xjxn7nXmxGY
The War on Drugs Has Been Lost. AKA. We are all on Drugs.
Pepsi, Peptides, and SciFi, or is it? Coca Cola gave us the topical anæsthetic
cocaine, and pepsi introduced in 1893 gave generations a new choice.
Noopept “unrelated” is an over the counter peptide that combines amino acids
in ways where our genetic code no longer does. You decide ->
trends.google.com/trends/explore?geo=US&q=coca%20cola,pepsi

Humans Have a Lot More than 5 Senses (correction: Mammals)
It turns out, there are at least nine senses and most researchers think there are more like
twenty-one or so. Magnetoception, Proprioception, Thermoception, you name it!
todayifoundout.com/index.php/2010/07/humans-have-a-lot-more-than-ﬁve-senses/

Left: 1/24 second frame before human image appears. Center: Raw image, Right: Enhanced Image

Lorenzini Ampullae - Why Shark Fin Soup Tastes So Great!
Lorenzini Ampullae (sing. ampulla) are special sensing organs called electroreceptors, forming
a network of jelly-ﬁlled pores. Please remember to eat the whole shark.

Dolphin Hydrophone Recordings in CymaScopes
We observed the formation of transient wave patterns in video frames that clearly matched the
objects shape on dolphin echolocation, including a closed cell foam cube, a PVC cross, a plastic
ﬂower pot, and a human subject.

Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response (ASMR): a ﬂow-like mental state
This study identiﬁes several common triggers used to achieve ASMR, including whispering,
personal attention, crisp sounds and slow movements.

omicsonline.org/open-access/a-phenomenon-discovered-while-imaging-dolphin-echolocation
-sounds-2155-9910-1000202.php?aid=76570
youtube.com/watch?v=-vWlYteyF7I

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ampullae_of_Lorenzini

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4380153/

How to Make Water
Ever hear a tesla coil touchdown? Listen carefully as a physics teacher demonstrates how a
spark, and some hydrogen combines with oxygen to produce water and thunder.
youtube.com/watch?v=VmTZcNVzp7A

Think Fluoride is bad? Got a bad back? Been dipped in an acid bath? Mad as hell and next upto
bat? The whale to the left has dorsal ﬁn collapse. Excessive ingestion of ﬂuoride can cause
symptoms (joint sti ness and pain) that closely MIMIC common forms of arthritis, including
Mu ed conversations initially had researchers at a San Diego aquarium ba ed, but when a diver osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis. ﬂuoridealert.org/studies/arthritis01/
thought he was told to get "out" of the water they realised the chatter was coming from a beluga
Mental Health Awareness Month: My Borderline
whale. www.nature.com/news/the-whale-that-talked-1.11635
Story *TRIGGERING*
Self Harm, eating disorders, suicide attempts, cutting, multiple
The Whisper Kids and Shadow People
personality disorders, and borderline personality disorders. ASMR
You hear them sometimes when you are out. Before the ASMR
is aware. Are youtube artists inspiring people the right way?
community burst on the scene, there was the whisper community.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shadow_person

youtube.com/watch?v=k56SZz Triggering You Gently 🎇 ASMR ~ Whisper Ear-to-Ear ~ Brushing ~
ysRZY
Trigger Words English Russian

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlgb4537vhs&t=234s

Fatty Organs are Organs that Don’t Work Well Anymore
We all have fatty thymus disease. Every single one. Some marine mammals in their natural
habitat lack atrophy in the thymus gland. The only mammals on the planet adapted to eating
The French Call it Frisson, Everyone else calls it Autonomous
trees are beavers. Thus castor oil became a remedy. (Beavers like Valerian root) . I know
The book describes the socio-political tactic of creating temporary spaces that elude formal
structures of control. The essay uses various examples from history and philosophy, all of which convoluted. When the world ramped up castor oil production, they named a plant "Castor" and
sold that instead. Loaded with rincin. It's only recently the shelves have warned about eating the
suggest that the best way to create a non-hierarchical system of social relationships is to
substance. The hypothesis, that we evolved to eat land plants, thus we ate all the nasty
concentrate on the present and on releasing one's own mind from the controlling mechanisms
incompatible chemicals associated with plants, and plastics. PLANTS, PLASTIC, same preﬁx.
that have been imposed on it.
theanarchistlibrary.org/library/hakim-bey-t-a-z-the-temporary-autonomous-zone-ontologica The answer. Linoleic Oils, Rincineolic Oils, Valproic Acids, ect. But let's reduce the linoleum
l-anarchy-poetic-terrorism.a4.pdf
intake as well, right?

Yale Neuroscientist Keeps Pigs’ Brains Alive Outside Body (Autonomously)
NEW HAVEN — A Yale School of Medicine neuroscientist has succeeded in keeping brains from
the severed heads of pigs alive for up to 36 hours. “The brain is not conscious,” he said. “It’s not a
pig brain in a vat wondering where it is. … It isn’t the sort of sci-ﬁ thing where you wake up and
think, ‘I can’t see anything or feel anything.’” bbc.com/news/science-environment-43928318
nhregister.com/news/article/Yale-neuroscientist-keeps-pigs-brains-alive-12879376.php

Details of Golden Dawn's Activities Revealed by Former Member
The former member said she was in the o ces of the party when Nikos Mihos, former Golden
Dawn MP, cancelled a slaughtering class where he showed other members of the party how to
use a knife to ﬁnd arteries. https://tinyurl.com/y3brpyn7
The Nightshades - Mandrake Root
No, it isn’t called the middle ages. It’s called the medævil period, for a
reason. See that æ symbol? It’s a little plant, remember that, and the
medævil period was all about the nightshades. Dark Knight. Knight.
whispering lampshade Night. Darkness envelops your dreams. Think about that jack, paddy
[ASMR YOUTUBE] wack. diagnosisdiet.com/nightshades/
Little Man in a bottle - Homunuculus - Genies in Bottles
“Let the semen of a man putrefy by itself in a sealed cucurbite with the highest putrefaction of
the venter equinus [horse manure] for forty days, or until it begins at last to live, move, and be
agitated, which can easily be seen…If now, after this, it be everyday nourished and fed cautiously
and prudently with [an] arcanum of human blood…it becomes, thenceforth, a true and living
infant, having all the members of a child that is born from a woman, but much smaller.”

ancient-origins.net/artifacts-ancient-writings/homunculus-alchemical-creation-little-people
-great-powers-002928

You “R” the Seas - Spell it out - Seas Are - Caesar
Julius Caesar commanded legions and was struck down with somatic
seizures. The vagabond Dutch painter Van Gogh died applying a
medævil cure for his seizures while in an insane asylum. Epilepsy has
been with us through both the dark ages and the age to enlightenment.
These episodes can result in physical injuries, including occasionally
broken bones. In epilepsy, seizures tend to recur and, as a rule, have no
immediate underlying cause.
Neuroprotection by Melatonin
M Lipartitti - Our results suggest that melatonin holds potential for the treatment of pathologies
such as epilepsy-associated brain damage, stroke, and brain trauma.
fasebj.org/doi/10.1096/fasebj.10.8.8666166

Does this Dolmen Pyramid Face Cardinal Directions?
When a pyramid faces north south east and west it has a tendency
to rectify the geomagnetic atmosphere into a sound tunnel. I can’t
be arsed to travel there, but whoa does it ever look like a whale
could ﬁt in there. megalithic.co.uk/article.php?sid=40293
The Oldest People On The Planet Might Be Whales
Oldest whale was 211 years old at the time of its death. Bada is a geochemist who uses a method
of determining the age of living things by changes in levels of aspartic acid, an amino acid in the
eye lens and teeth.
newsletter.gi.alaska.edu/node/5314?fbclid=IwAR17GHx6GsiC7_esPeTSjh8jqjBQFgXuQGORMcW
FDEFt8_kxnIbaal23zJ8

ANCIENT ALIENS - NOOTROPICS
Now featured in the greatest documentary series ever! Nootropics are so popular they are
catching the attention from FDA trials upto 40 years or more after their proliferation. A Google
executive takes 100 nootropics a day to enhance his longevity.
history.co.uk/shows/ancient-aliens/videos/nootropics

Cilantro: More Than An Herb, It Can Purify Water Too
After testing various samples of plants, researchers determined that cilantro is the most
prevalent and powerful bio absorbent local plant. It also has negative e ects on the liver, etc.
healthland.time.com/2013/09/12/cilantro-more-than-an-herb-it-can-purify-water-too/

Mariachi Connecticut Serenades Beluga
What kind of music are belugas into? The video below
suggests these Arctic animals have a thing for
mariachi, a musical style born hundreds of miles away
in Mexico

mnn.com/earth-matters/animals/blogs/mariachi-ba
nd-ﬂutist-serenade-belugas

Cymatic Soundscapes - ASMR These experiments were performed by Hans Jenny in the
1960s. Oddly enough the sound waves produce a pattern reminiscent to the solar magnetic
sunspot phenomenon. youtu.be/JizccrBXOY8?t=203
The Original Nootropic and Neuroprotective Drug Noopept Potentiates the
Anticonvulsant Activity of Valproate in Mice
Prolonged (ﬁve weeks) preliminary administration of noopept enhanced the anticonvulsant
activity of valproate. This result justiﬁes the joint chronic administration of noopept in
combination with valproate in order to potentiate the anticonvulsant e ect of the latter drug.
Noopept favorably inﬂuences cognitive functions and suppresses the development of
neurodegenerative processes. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20095393
Chapter 16: Melatonin and nerve regeneration.
Able to protect cells, tissues, and organs against oxidative damage from free radicals. Recently,
widespread interest has grown among researchers regarding the apparent protective e ects of
melatonin following traumatic events ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19682645

Canada's ﬁrst satellite was called Alouette - Ionic Surveyor
When Canada launched Alouette on September 29, 1962, Canada became the third country in
the world to have a satellite in orbit, after the Soviet Union and the United States. As
everybodies satellites crash and burn on a commercial satellite system, the solo project is
projected to survive 1,000 years.

satellites.spacesim.org/english/canadian/q4.html?fbclid=IwAR0e5bGgfdltHwBszfMj91DMKTt
ByaVYYoA0gCL2TdDEgFA9nqFkS8v_JRQ

TRENDING TOPIC :: Fracking
In Canada, more than 200,000 wells have been fracked for shale gas or oil, primarily in the
western provinces. Hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, is a technique that involves blasting a
mixture of water, chemicals and sand into a well to break apart the rock formations and release
previously inaccessible oil and natural gas deposits. Most fracking today is done in conjunction
with horizontal drilling. It is now estimated that 80 per cent of new oil and gas wells in Canada
are fracked. thenarwhal.ca/topics/fracking/
Gold Nanoparticles for Photoacoustic Imaging
A laser beam listens in to ultrasound vibrations that Gold picks up. Those sounds are magnitude
orders smaller that what we can detect without.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4337958/

Mercury Amalgams Steal Your Consciousness Away
The image to the left shows a mercury silver amalgam tooth that has
been rubbed against a UV wavelength backdrop allowing one to see
the nanoparticles cloud into smoke. The mercury substance is known
to be the most toxic non radioactive material known to man, while
silver is renowned throughout history for it’s superior electrics.
Silver is known to cure people from many ailments in the colloidal
form. Could these silver nanoparticles be responsible for fast bio
electrics and could these mercury particles be responsible for your
ailments? You decide. I had 20+, now I choose to keep only one.
youtube.com/watch?v=Bw94F94FZqA

Elephants Have Brains Smaller Than Some Whales
Elephants experience many of the same emotions as people do, ones that are usually restricted
to being that of humans, seldom seen in animals. Elephants are capable of sadness, joy, love,
jealousy, fury, grief, compassion and distress. They can also hear a tsunami coming miles away.
elephantsforever.co.za/elephant-emotions-grieving.html

ZEITGEIST GODS SUN
There’s a Jesus in Florida, a Black Jesus, a White Jesus and even a
Jesus in Mexico. All throughout history people have died on the cross,
and risen once again as a hologram. Every Winter Solstice.
Remember that next time you eat the body and drink Christ’s blood
during church. youtube.com/watch?v=p_iXe-iuAVs
The Golden Ratio in a Northern Right Whales Cochlea
Thrive - What On Earth Will It Take?
A look at chemtrails, free energy, and the
universal shape.
youtube.com/watch?v=lEV5AFFcZ-s&t=181s
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17516435

All that Glitters - Resonant Atomic Transmutation (Silver into Gold)
The resonant atomic transmutation of silver into gold is achieved by precision control of atomic
resonance in a two-stage reaction that is safe, non-toxic and involves only low energies. Silver
becomes instilled with the resonant atomic frequency signature of gold, before being rapidly
quenched to trigger bulk conversion into gold --according to the established frequency 'memory'
of the standing wave ﬁeld of each atom (rendered below).
human-resonance.org/silver-gold.html

Angles, Anglo, Angles, Angeles and the English
The Angles (Latin: Angli) were one of the main Germanic peoples who settled in Great Britain in
the post-Roman period. They founded several of the kingdoms of Anglo-Saxon England, and their
name is the root of the name England. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angles
Scientists Clone Human Embryos To Make Stem Cells
The accomplishment is a long-sought step toward harnessing the
potential power of embryonic stem cells to treat many human
diseases. But the work also raises a host of ethical concerns.

npr.org/sections/health-shots/2013/05/15/183916891/scientistsclone-human-embryos-to-make-stem-cells

Fact or Fiction?: Elephants Never Forget
Elephants do not have the greatest eyesight in the animal kingdom,
but they never forget a face.
scientiﬁcamerican.com/article/elephants-never-forget/

Brains Removed in Full From Mummies
Some like to believe the brain was removed from mummies
through the nose, however Prof. Alexander Macalister,' an
eminent English anatomist and anthropologist, who had a large
collection of mummiﬁed heads, stated that in ﬁfty-six percent of
them the brain had been extracted through the nose, and nearly
twice as often through the left nostril as the right ; sometimes
the nasal septum was broken ; twice the brain had been removed
through the orbit.

Why Russia's Big Brother Resulted In Ocean Attacks, and Why It Was Wrong
Earth’s surface is 71% water, while the rest is land mass that contains vast underground caverns
and waterways. Estimations indicate there should be over 6000 cenotes in Yucatán peninsula
alone. While it cannot be proven that Big Brother was anything more than an insigniﬁcant God
phenomenon to most, it needs to be known that the cold war ended with nuclear testing
deployments across the oceans, and this totally ignored the underworld waterways. You decide.

archive.org/stream/americananthropo03ameruoft/americanan
thropo03ameruoft_djvu.txt

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partial_Nuclear_Test_Ban_Treaty

The Science Is In: God Is The Answer
Research shows kids raised with spirituality are happier and healthier in the vulnerable teen
years. Why aren’t we all signing up?
macleans.ca/society/science/god-is-the-answer/

Carbonated Water - The Carbon Lifeform Puriﬁer
We are carbon based lifeforms, and during times where extreme toxic environments leave us
thirsty, a carbon fueled beverage can keep us hydrated and move waste out.
sodaking.co.za/news/84-the-history-of-soft-drinks

Juvenile Dolphins - Grief, Anger, Su ering - More Than Meets The Eye
The team watched intently as the living dolphin made attempts to turn over, move, and
push up the body of its lifeless companion; as if attempting to give it’s friend one more chance
to breathe. The dolphin continued to swim in circles around the body, desperately trying to ﬂip it
over, repeating this behavior over and over again. When the crew returned to shore they
examined the photographs taken at the scene. The researchers discovered common indicators
of grief in the eyes of the dolphin. https://seethewild.org/emotion-eyes-dolphin/

Artiﬁcial Cranial Deformation 50,000 Years Ago In Neanderthal Caves
Some people did it for fashion, so they say. Others did it for power and prestige. There is no
doubt elongated skulls were hidden by large pointy hats. It may have began 50,000 years ago
with Neanderthal. journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/202808?journalCode=ca
Would you like to know more? DrDoubleDragon@gmail.com :: www.asmrstudio.com

